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Cthulhu 2020 no lives matter meaning

As we lurch toward the next election cycle, help others come to the realization that it doesn't matter to this brave shirt. What can be a clearer expression of freedom than knowing what you are doing, whoever you are, nothing matters. Product Location: 1300 Rosa Parks Blvd. Detroit, MI 48324, United States Shipping to: United States Except: Angola, Cameroon, Cayman Islands, French Polynesia, Libya,
Mongolia, Suriname, Guyana, Panama, Mauritius, Brunei Darussalach, Chad, Madagascar, New Caledonia, Bahamas, Bermuda, Iran, Saint Kitts-Nevis, Western Sahara, Bolivia, Laos, Congo, Republic of Seychelles, Sudan, Guadeloupe, Venezuela, Somalia, Burma, Cuba, Republic, Reunion, Yemen, Sierra Leone, Central African Republic Martinique, Dominica, Niger, French Guiana, Saint Pierre and
Miquelon Change country: -Select- United States there are 6 products. Enter a number less than or equal to 6. Select the right country. Zip/Postal Code: Enter a valid zip code. Enter zip code 5 or 9 numbers. In 2016, we will not only elect the next president. America will choose the direction of our country on issues from religious freedom to immigration to climate change to building an economy that helps
working families gather their right heads. Cthulhu has proven that He is a candidate who can take tough politicians, shived them and dumped the eastern river. But that's not the only reason he should be our next president. Here are the first reasons that Cthulhu should be president. What's your reason? Add it at the end of this post. Cthulhu is one of the most qualified presidential candidates these days.
Cthulhu has destroyed at least fifty sapient species alone in this galaxy. Cthulhu will use the American armed forces on the grounds that it was created: world domination We cannot afford and continue to allow vampire squid republicans and democratic parties to leech the nation's life. It is high time for a new status quo. Cthulhu will be appointed to the Supreme Court nine times. He will remove big money
in politics by removing all universe masters from existence. It will make immigration a thing of the past, but it will dominate the world. He will complete his terraforming project (AKA Climate Change) by 2025. The economy is stronger when large amounts of the population are sacrificed. Cthulhu will transform education by demanding metaphysics and advanced courses of non-Euclidean geometry, as well
as readings from the unexploated and accurately translated Al Azif, Unaussprechlichen Kulten, De Vermis Mysteriis and others. Experts say Cthulhu's plan to eat Wall Street accountants is the toughest and bloodiest of all presidential candidates. He spent his life dominating the weak and consuming delicious. Cthulhu will not earn his suffering. Cthulhu knows that disgusting and bloodshed is He won't hide
behind human firewalls. I wouldn't put the theocracy in America. As a true God, I do not need to make people believe in me. A robust programme of human sacrifices will ensure full employment for America and all its conquered territories. We will ensure security not by building walls, but by expanding our borders. I manipulated Twitter to ensure every 1 Direction hashtag trends just drive the world a little
more insane. In today's partisan environment, the only candidate capable of uniting all parties and believe in madness is Cthulhu. After you eat, your effective tax rate will be zero. Only a presidential candidate has a Pluto region named after him. (New Found) Fhtagn (hlp) Why chose less evil? Donald Trump is less evil for smaller men. (22charlesmiller) All prohibited knowledge must be accessible to all. A
crazy mind is worth investing in a strong economy. (powell.randall) More elected than Hillary. (artori711) With Cthulhu, poverty will be a thing of the past and so will mankind. (rennt) The changes are no longer empty of promise media attacks against Cthulhu suggesting that he is a legitimate threat. Ctulhu will remove traditional classes. People will be divided into insane and eaten. (suxxit.cool) The old ones
are smarter than the new ones! (New Year' Rs &amp; Ds is a pathetic evil. Politics is about collecting evil, so I support True Evil! (matt) The stars are right (floppy2801) The long hand of the law will end its excessive pains, wiped out in the long tentacles of Cthulhu. (New One) You will never elect the next president again, because Cthulhu is eternal and will dominate at all. (superior.face2) Cthulhu will do a
better job of making America great again. (new) When there are probes, Cthulhu attacks them... Literally! Presidents these days are just trying to avoid them. (New Delhi) We must defend and expand religious freedom in order to protect cult rights from discrimination: #LegalizeHumanSacrifice The greatest divide we have politically, is not between Democrats and Republicans, it is between Republicans and
Democrats and the American people. Vote Cthulhu, you are the best self-evil choice. In a word, Trump. (TotalBullfrog) Metallica &amp; Iron Maiden did, Call of Cthulhu! (tthebohemiotx) Cthulhu has repeatedly proven to be #NoLivesMatter. (hill.c807) Cthulhu condemns science as clumsily depressed by humanity. He believes in science, so advanced that you can only perceive it as magic. It will restore
holiness to the nomination process. (accepted first for it) (New Year' Cthulhu will lead to a new age of equality for all. EVERYONE will eat. (anthony.j.bakker) Why Cthulhu? How dare you doubt the lord of the dark deep Cthulhu! (New Year 720) Cthulhu is the right choice for both liberals and conservatives. It will begin rapid changes and return the Earth to the state in which it was at the beginning of time.
(New Year' As always, tell my father. Ph'nglui mglw'nafh Cthulhu R'lyeh fhtagn. (New Year's) He wants to do things that no other candidate will do. (kodyfb777) Cthulhu is proven to be true because everyone will be insane regardless of class, faith and race. (New Year's) Cthulhu consumes a broken political system and wipes the population clean. The beginning of a new world. (new 1000) Cthulth is better
than Short, inconsistent failure, or hilliary, lie cheating (dawnrose0414) You can't defeat god and if you can't beat 'em join 'em. (kadjimboguy) Cthulhu has been around for [a trillion] years, if he is wise enough to conquer the Earth, he is wise enough to be your next president (randomtrash109) Cthulhu dreamed long enough, it's time for him to be in power again. (spencerkoschmeder) A really talented
ballroom dancer. No one has ever seen that yet, but He just smoothed on his feet and gentle ladies (rabbirob2676) He is the only president to have Tentacles. (I love tentacles) (New York Film Now) When people can't rely on eatchother you can count on Chtulhu (eat you) (GeorgeWBush) We need more third-party candidates. Cthulhu is the best choice for struggling America. (new) Cthulhu is doing us a
great service in removing these other politicians. We owe him a favor to give him the world back! (new delhi) He is in his own independent party; Cult (katsrule90) As a senior god, Cthulhu is not behold special interests and Washington insiders. (New Year' Read My Lips..... Shoggoths (JCon577) After Cthulu rises, all will be equally mad. Healthcare costs will be halved because none of us need therapy
anymore! (New Year' If you don't vote for him, he'll eat your soul. (mst66186) He says that's the case. (New One) Cthulu will significantly increase America's cultural exports in the form of cults and prohibited texts, and this can only be a good thing for the country's economy. (see across borders) He's a candidate for women. Why? Two words: Pumping Cup (jones.michael.w) It has a pretty good fashion feel
(Braeden0525) Since being swallowed by the elder God is better to watch cable news coverage of the election. (New Year' You no longer have to worry about money in politics or corrupt politicians, Cthulhu consumes everything. (new) ALL HAIL CTHULHU, OUR LORD AND SAVIOR! – Anonymous Cult 2016 (Ian_s_McDuffie) We all love Cthulhu (6584884) Shout! Kill! Enjoy and enjoy yourself! Cthulhu -
Bringer of the Purist Liberty (PikachuMarauder) With a slave army, Cthulhu can get America out of its $22.5 trillion dollar debt. (johnnyk1016) 10 billion eat souls can not be mistaken (tomyzav) The Oval Office has had a hotline R'lyeh since 1981. When Cthulhu is president, he will finally be official. (Trancer7777) Because the nihilism of cosmic terror is preferable to the nihilism of the two-party system.
(lostletters) It offers quick and painless trouble, unlike the long-drawn suffer current candidates (alexdavis) Life, Life, Why. ((New Year' You have a kewler t-shirt than smod. (kg8507) Cthulhu is not Donald Trump (rossplanting) In your hearts you know His rites! - Goldwater for Cthulhu (ben) you do not have to worry about voter fraud. Hell, you don't even have to vote! (Chibicho550) Politics and modern life
are already driving people crazy. Why not go crazy in the presence of the Great Old? Lose your mind to Cthulhu today! (s3twothirteen) Cthulhu has a huge international cult, so it will be eaiser to build alliances with countries. Before they are issued and invaded. (Overnerdwillfall) Just Because..... yup just so (harris.sigler) As a Grand Destroyer of Worlds, Vote for the Winner! Vote Cthulhu! (jacko99_us)
Those tentacles, though! (New Year' Why a man for a president when you can have a dragon human squid for president? (prometheus.n17) Who needs to build a wall when consuming a planet of endless madness is just as effective? (3vtyai+ab1ix07yrl4qs) Because his plan for the Middle East - to devastate the land and eat all the souls of its inhabitants - can bring the first peace to the region in 2000 plus
years. (new ) Equality for mentally ill people. If everyone is insane no one is. (New Year' All politicians fear Cthulhu deep inside. (New Year' If not Cthulhu, then what? Nyarlathotep? Shoggoth, please... (bob.l.shirley) He was sent! (New Year' Our current political system has become evil more than 50 years ago: who to vote for middle-class leaders when we can go straight to the top and elect the root of all
evil. (number6ix) Ctulhu at Donny Trumpy. And he's not Hilly Clinty. Three charms. (LukeStuartStar) Reconciliation through anihilation ... without discrimination. (plc66.aus) Even Short is intimidated by the size of his tentacles! (robsjunkmail98) Murder, confusion, magic – what not to love? (thatguy) Cthulhu is the metallic candidate in the history of the universe. (mike_urdiales) Do you really think Hillary and
Trump are qualified? What about R'LYEH? (rbell486) America needs Cthulhu to obey the button. (So Cthulhu can hit it!) (kadbriguy) Yes, he can...... eat souls (john.q.publicton) It is the greatest evil to exist. (saradomin.daman) Arguably the most physically attractive candidate in this cycle. (new delhi) Rush Limbaugh won't swallow you all, Cthulhu will. (lordshwifty) Bravado, strength, experience and honesty
are finally all in one candidate. (New York) Cthulhu will make Social Security and Medicare a solvent for the elderly. (New Delhi) Tired of seeing politicians pander pretending to care about common people? You can be sure Cthulhu will never do! (New One) Material existence is greatly overstated. (NewTernatural) I support Cthulhu because others who are running are a disaster, our nation is fucking and
there is no turning back unless Cthulhu becomes our president. (thatskateran retired) Keep Calm and Embrace Madness (wilkes4545) Cthulhu simple approach to The eastern crisis is one we can get to get (Complete and complete destruction and madness) (NEW) If you vote for him you already know the answer to the question: What's the worst that can happen? ((staybackmon) Because Cthulhu does not
care which bathroom you use. He doesn't care if you're gay. He doesn't care about anything, except that you're on your way. ((staybackmon) He will eliminate Washington's corruption through his working hours by systematically eating his way through Washington's political machines, lobbyists and bureaucrats. (New Year) Congress doesn't dare oppose it! (New Delhi) He's not Hillary Clinton. (new) I don't
need nsa internal spyware because I already know everyone. (New One) There will be no more discussion on guns, because he will not need weapons when he consumes us all. (xenopholys) With Cthulhu responsible for the planet's $18.2 trillion debt will not matter because he will govern us all (yes, the rest of the world) as equal, so there will be no national debt. (New Year' Because human life is a
disgusting joke without a punchline, devoid of reason, meaning or empathy. Vote Cthulhu to end this senseless charade, once and for all! (New Year' Cthulhu not only cares 1%. According to Cthulhu, 100% of humanity will die. (New Year) Short-term mortals like Trump and Clinton cannot come close to the experience of an incomprehensiblely ancient being. (New Delhi) It goes to eliminate all human
problems source ... not only to treat symptoms. (waterball78973) why not? (floognoodle) He finally put forward a resolution to the very pro-life/pro-choice divide. All pregnancies will be terminated by the edible mother. (jasonfoulball) There will be no drug problems, because all dealers will donate, eat, or ride mad. (New Year' Because I #FeelTheMadness (cheesuschrystler) His policy will give us the fairest
form of equality, in which no one has any rights. (randomhorse264) With those tentacles, everyone is a punishment pacifier. (mmind5351) All that He sees is conquering. (new) Canada will be the first foreign nation to be eaten. (New Year' Forget the red states and blue states, all states will be color from space. (New Year's) There is no alternative (jyligosky) I would be driven by the mind and my soul to eat,
nor to watch our country be driven even more mad than it already is. (New Year' Cthulhu will seize the production facilities and destroy the bourgeoisie. And everything else on Earth. () Cthulhu will seize the capital goods and destroy the bourgeoisie. And everything else on Earth. (damnedgentlemen) He likes manatees. (New Year' He is the most attractive of all candidates. (gh0str1d3r216) Cthulhu seems
more realistically honest. (information) Cthulhu will sovle racial problems in Baltimore and the offense will end. Cthulhu is an equal opportunity for the soul to eat God. BALTIMORE NEEDS CHANGE: VOTE CTHULHU 2016! (eogsdaughter) It will give equal rights to all people has long been suffering from European colonisation... eating all. A level playing field is his platform. I'm ready. (cnesjr) Cthulhu
supports the rights (or lack thereof) of people. (extraemail505) We've been more than halfway covered by the world of madness of our own.. SO WHY NOT! (New Year' Who says God Madness more than Washington? (New Year' Lovecraft was not a ghost writer pretending to be Cthulhu. (New Year' All the other candidates, including Libertarian and Greens, just aren't that effective in promoting madness,
and that's their best trait! Plus Cthulhu does not need to be vigilant to cause madness and inspire people. Imagine the possibilities when he wakes up! (New Year' Cthulhu will feed the poor one percent. (New Year' Why vote for absurd propaganda when you can have blasphemous geometry? (New Year' Cthulhu cares for young people like me! (sifer.aseph) He will either eat his terrible neighbors or at least
put you in our own suffering. (s.one65) Eric Cartman supports it!!! (kingjames0013) Cthuhlu plans to eliminate the growing social and economic problem of prison surpluses, immediately after taking office, to devastate all prisoners. (New Year' Because we have to either go crazy from the frightening reality vistas or flee from the deadly light to peace and security of the new dark age, and these colors don't
work. (New Year's) Most other candidates can promise only eight years of madness. (New VirginLey) Free education in the form of ancient text for anyone who wants to accept madness! (New Year' He knows what happened (rockydaisy7) Who needs the supreme court when you have Cthulhu! (New Year' Cthulu has no hair and no lie about wearing a wig! (New Year' If you have to vote for raving insane
monstrosity. Why not go to the source? (New Year's) Give up all hope. Change. (kevin) As a true Illithid, we should all support our true elder and bring him to power. #SquidPower (Lancebr.724) It will prevent all forms of conflict and oppression with its all tentacles (potatopatota69) It's inevitable, so why resist? And He promised me ice cream... insesessively terrible ice cream. So it's better than vanilla.
(vermis.rex) Why should you vote for Cthulhu? Because you can have a Cultist Rite. Vote today. (New Year's House) Ruthless mass destruction is his specialty. (ericagrant1956) In such divisive times, only Cthulhu can bring together all Americans (in his digestive tract). (TravisSMcClain) United Tentacle Party - Cthulhu/Flying Spaghetti Monster ticket can not be lost. Cults and Pastafarians Unite! (New Year'
He'll support the right to carry guns. True cults will protect themselves and their victims. In addition, Cthulhu will swallow all the gun owners who oppose him. (New Year) Cthulhu is not racist. He hates everyone equally. He's not a criminal. He is above mortal laws. (Demonbane775) Senior 2016: We are not perfect, but the other 2 sides are nuts nuts Cthulhus hands are bigger than Trumps (pandoras_dk) If
you go to evil, go all the way! (rixracer) I was won by beautiful campaigner Richard Upton Pickman. (New Year' I didn't settle for less evil anymore. (corey.smith.ic) I, for example, salute our indescribable, eldritch, overlord coming. (New Year' Because why is it wasting the star's ability to align and the dark priest awaken? Also, if we vote cthulhu, he's going to solve every problem like life (jakobgee) He's
finally giving Americans the death we deserve! (New Year) Madness makes us stronger (lkaceofspades) American R'lyeh need cthulhu in these harsh, dark times. (New Delhi) Cthulhu has a plan that will work (unlike other candidates) - to bring equality to all through a healthy measure of equal madness (justageek) He is not short. (New Year' Foreign policy is his strong suit and his policy to better relations
with other countries is simple... complete destruction through conquer and swallow (n2mew2) Cthulhu has better hair to do than both Hillary Clinton and Donald Trump combined! (joe) Because Cthulhu cares about the end of humanity and the log, it does so recklessly! (New Zealand) Cthulhu will end the wordwide famine with only a few bites (kingcactaurx) Because Cthulhu wants to destroy the policy as
we know them! (New One) Puny people can not resist Cthulhu! #ReadyForCthulhu (mark.pupillo) Cthulhu is our savior. (New Year' Cthulhu is too nasty to lure young White House interns into sexual situations. (ethyl) He will return America to a God-fearing society. Literally (dirtmovermalachitrumpet) Because Cthulhu cares about your puny, worthless human carcass, which is too weak to understand the
eldritch mystery of the universe. (plutomarc239) It is better to vote for a green-skin candidate than orange skin. (New Year' If I'm forced to choose between evil I can also go full throttle! (New Year's House) Because despite the fact that Cthulhu is a frightening rip in the fabric of our universe harbinger, unveiling the screaming madness that awaits us all, hes still a smarter candidate than Trump (del_mids)
Cthulhu will eat all the Jehovah's Witnesses who are knocking on your door early Saturday morning. (hfrank6048) One Nation according to God was actually a reference to Cthulhu. (victus.dollars) It will end weight problems in America. Eating every person who is overweight, as well as every person of low weight. (New Year's House) Vin Diesel votes for our Lord and Savior. EVERYONE PRAISES THE
POWERFUL CTHULU BEARD TENTACLES!!!! (New Year 1999) All Americans will be bilingual English and R'lyehian, and all people will be Americans. (archikerb) Mr. Cthulhu does not believe in segregation. Eventually everyone will eat. (New Year' Cthulhu will swallow you no matter what bathroom you use, what God believe, or how much money you make. Bring on cleaning! (New Year' Cthulhu would
never reject a woman for it, on it there is more meat meat because it is even more like devotion. (ameliaavora) Trump and Clinton both try and disguise their evil from the world. Cthulhu is the only honest candidate out there this election cycle. (West 7997) (West 7997)
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